
 AESD Independent Study Week 9 Packet  (5/18-22) 
  Grade Span 6-8 

Time Frame Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

8:00am-8:45am 
ELA 

 

 
 

Extra/Daily Activities:  
● Read for at least 30 minutes. Choose an A.R. book, a magazine, or log in to myOn to access a digital library and 

news articles. Use this district link: https://www.myon.com/school/adelantoreads, Student Username for Grade 6: 
myon6; for Grade 7: myon7; for Grade 8: myon8; and Student Password for All Grades: 123. *If you don’t have 
access to these, read the passages in this packet. 

● Take an A.R. quiz through your Renaissance Clever Log in on the AESD website https://www.aesd.net/Content2/4 
● Do Lexia lessons/units through your Clever Log in on the AESD website https://www.aesd.net/Content2/4 
● Read & Respond. See your copy of the Read & Respond Choice Board and pick your choice of activity. 
● Vocabulary Journal. Circle/Highlight the unfamiliar vocabulary words you find in the reading passages in this 

packet. Create or complete your vocabulary journal on the words you identified. 
● Writing Prompts. See your copy of Middle School Writing Prompts and respond to your choice. 

Note: ELA Packet Level 1=Grade 6; ELA Packet Level 2=Grade 7; ELA Packet Level 3=Grade 8 

Vocabulary- ( p. 281) 

Read the passage 
“Ancient Threads 
Reveal Early 
Weavers” and “Niaux 
Cave: Gallery of 
Prehistoric Art”.  (pp. 
283-286) 

Circle/Highlight each 
vocabulary word that 
is unfamiliar to you. 

Use the summarize 

Reread the passage 
“Ancient Threads 
Reveal Early 
Weavers”. Do the 
fluency assessment at 
the bottom of page 
285. 

Start your vocabulary 
journal for the week. 

Complete the 
sequence graphic 
organizer on p. 282. 
 

Vocabulary Strategy: 
Greek Roots; Word 
Study: Absorbed  
Prefixes 
(pp. 287-288) 
 
Search for additional 
words that have the 
same Greek roots as 
on p. 287 and words 
that have the same 
absorbed prefixes as 
on p. 288 

Write About Reading: 
Write an Analysis; 
Writing Traits:  Word 
Choice 

Follow the ACE 
writing strategy to 
write your analysis. 
(pp. 289-290) 

Refer to your copy of 
Writing Prompts and 
pick your choice for 
the week. 

Refer to the above daily 
activities. 

  

Revise and edit your 
writing for the week. 

  

  

  

 

https://www.myon.com/school/adelantoreads
https://www.aesd.net/Content2/4
https://www.aesd.net/Content2/4


strategy to restate the 
most important points.  

Answer 
Comprehension: 
Sequence and 
Fluency and the given 
questions. (pp. 
285--285) 

See your copy of the 
Read & Respond 
Choice Board and 
pick your choice of 
activity. 

Genre/Text Feature 
p. 286 

 See your copy of the 
Read & Respond 
Choice Board and 
pick your choice of 
activity. 

  

  

 

Break 

 
9:00am-9:45am 

Math 
 
 

This i-Ready  “At-Home-Activity” includes sets of practice problems that align to important math concepts your student has 
worked with so far this year. We recommend that your student completes one page of practice problems each day. 
Encourage your student to do the best they can with this content—the most important thing is that they continue 
developing their mathematical fluency and skills! 

Grade 6: Math packet 
Page 25 
Grade 7: 
Math Packet page 
24-25 
Grade 8: 
Math Packet page 25 

Grade 6: Math packet 
Page 26 
Grade 7: 
Math Packet page 
26-27 
Grade 8: 
Math Packet page 26 

Grade 6: Math packet 
Page 27 
Grade 7: 
Math Packet page 28 
Grade 8: 
Math Packet page 27 

Grade 6: Math packet 
Page 28 
Grade 7: 
Math Packet page 29 
Grade 8: 
Math Packet page 28 

Grade 6: Math packet 
Page 29 
Grade 7: 
Math Packet page 30 
Grade 8: 
Math Packet page 29 

Break 

10:00am-10:45am 
History 

Review or read 
the”Background 
Essay: Citizenship in 
Athens and Rome: 
Which was the Better 
System” from last 
week. 
 
Complete “Citizenship 
Document B” 

Complete “Citizenship 
Document C” 
 
UPGRADE 
ACTIVITY: 
Think about the 
United States.  Who 
are our citizens?  How 
do you obtain 
citizenship?  Are there 

Complete “Citizenship 
Document D” 
 
UPGRADE 
ACTIVITY: 
Imagine the United 
States allowed 
citizens to exile 
‘someone who has 
gained too much 

Re-read “Citizenship 
Document D.” 
 
Think about how 
citizens in the United 
States gain rank. 
Complete the Venn 
Diagram in this packet 
to compare and 
contrast  

Use the sources A-F 
from this week and last 
week (last week’s 
sources are in this 
packet if you need 
them) to complete 
“Bucketing: Getting 
Ready to Write” and 
“From Thesis to Essay 
Writing.”  You will be 

 



 
UPGRADE 
ACTIVITY: 
Think about the 
United States.  Who 
gives the Country its 
power?  Who is the 
‘common man’ in the 
United States?  Who 
are the ‘elite?’  Does 
the United States ‘the 
common man’ the 
same as an ‘elite?’  
 
Use the paper 
provided to jot down 
your ideas on the 
above. 

different types of 
citizens? 
 
Talk to your family 
members and jot 
down your ideas on 
the paper provided. 

power’ in the United 
States!  What are your 
thoughts on that?  Is it 
a good idea or a bad 
one?  Who would you 
exile from the United 
States and why? 
Remember, it must be 
because they have 
too much power.  Jot 
your ideas down on 
the paper provided. 

How Romans and 
Americans gain and 
lose rank.  Hint: ideas 
Americans could be 
criminal history, 
annual salary, etc. - 
List as many as you 
can think of in the 
Venn Diagram. 
 
UPGRADE 
ACTIVITY: 
How should 
Americans gain rank? 
Many people are think 
about ‘what is 
important’ during this 
COVID19 time.  What 
do you think is 
important?  What do 
you think should give 
Americans rank?  List 
your top ten on the 
paper provided. 

completing these 
documents as if you 
were going to write a 
persuasive essay 
answering the question: 
Citizenship in Athens 
and Rome: Which was 
the Better System? 
 
UPGRADE ACTIVITY: 
Use the above and all 
the sources you’ve read 
this and last week to 
write a persuasive 
essay using lined 
pages of this packet. 
Your prompt is: 
Citizenship in Athens 
and Rome: Which was 
the Better System? 
 
See the “Overview” 
document in this packet 
for help with writing an 
essay. 

Lunch 

11:45am-12:30pm 
SEL 

● Each day reflect on something positive you did.  What was it? How did you feel when you did it?  How do you think it made 
others feel? 

● Each day reflect on something you might do differently.  What would you change? Why would you change it?  

Break 

12:45pm-1:30pm 
Science 

6th & 7th Grades- 
Read “The Mystery of 
the Whistling 
Building.” Underline 

6th & 7th Grades - 
Read “The Mystery of 
the Whistling 
Building.”  Try reading 

6th & 7th Grades - 
Read “The Mystery of 
the Whistling 
Building.”   Try 

6th & 7th Grades - 
Read  “The Mystery of 
the Whistling 
Building.”  Try to read 

6th & 7th Grades 
Read “The Mystery of 
the Whistling Building.” 
Try to make this your 

 



words that you don’t 
know how to read. 
Practice sounding 
them out.  Read the 
story again.  Focus on 
correctly saying the 
words that are 
unfamiliar to you. 
Answer 
Comprehension 
questions 1, 2 and 3. 
 
 
8th Grade - Read 
“Safe at Any Speed.” 
Underline words that 
you don’t know how to 
read.  Practice 
sounding them out. 
Re-read the article. 
Focus on correctly 
saying the words that 
are unfamiliar to you. 
Answer questions 1, 
2, and 3.  

it faster today than 
you did yesterday. Do 
you know how to say 
all of the words that 
you did not know 
yesterday?  Have you 
learned the meaning 
of those words? 
Answer 
Comprehension 
questions 4, 5 and 6. 
Read about the 
vocabulary word 
“acoustic”  Write 2 
sentences using the 
word “acoustic” as it is 
used in the article. 
Draw a picture to 
illustrate your 
sentences. 
 
 
8th Grade-- Read 
“Safe at Any Speed.” 
Try reading it faster 
today than you did 
yesterday. Do you 
know how to say all of 
the words that you did 
not know yesterday? 
Have you learned the 
meaning of those 
words?  Answer 
Comprehension 
questions 4 and 5.. 
Read about the 
vocabulary word 
“decrease”  Write 3 

reading it faster today 
than you did 
yesterday.  Answer 
questions 7 and 8. 
Write 3 facts you 
learned from this 
article.  Use complete 
sentences. 
 
8th Grade-- Read 
“Safe at Any Speed.” 
Try reading it faster 
today than you did 
yesterday.  Answer 
Comprehension 
questions 7 and 8.  

it faster than you have 
been doing.Read 
about vocabulary 
word “exterior.”  Write 
a sentence in your 
own words using the 
vocabulary word. 
Answer 
Comprehension 
question 9.  Use 
complete sentences. 
 
 
8th Grade - Read 
“Safe at Any Speed.” 
Try to read it faster 
than you have been 
doing.  Answer 
questions 9 and 10. 
Write your answers in 
a  complete 
paragraph for each 
question.  

fastest reading time of 
the week.  Answer 
Comprehension 
question 10.  Write 4 or 
more sentences in your 
answer.  Support your 
answer by drawing a 
picture. Great work for 
this week!  Enjoy your 
weekend. 
 
 8th Grade-Read “Safe 
at Any Speed.” Try to 
make this your fastest 
reading time of the 
week. Write a summary 
of the article.  Include 
any thoughts about 
what you learned and 
the impression it made 
on you. 
Great work for this 
week!  Enjoy your 
weekend.  
 
 
 

 



sentences, in your 
own words, using the 
word “decrease” as it 
applies to the story. 
Draw a picture to 
illustrate your 
sentences. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Name: 

_____________________________________ Date: ________________________ 

Vocabulary Journal 

Choose two of the vocabulary words you are learning. Answer the parts needed 

below. Copy the format on the back page to work on other vocabulary words. 

Word: 

Part of Speech: 

Meaning: _________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________ 

Word: 

Part of Speech: 

Meaning: _________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________ 

Synonyms/Examples 

 

 

 

Picture: 

 

 

 

 

Antonyms/Non-Examples: 

 

 

 Sentence:  



Name: ___________________________

Copyright © 2014  K12reader.com. All Rights Reserved. Free for educational use at home or in classrooms. www.k12reader.com
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©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying permitted for classroom use. GRADE 6  LESSON 4

FLUENCY AND SKILLS PRACTICE Name:

LESSON 4

Evaluating Algebraic Expressions
Check each answer to see whether the student evaluated the expression correctly.  
If the answer is incorrect, cross out the answer and write the correct answer. 

Algebraic Expressions Student Answers

1  5m 1 26 when 
m 5 3

5(3) 1 26 5 15 1 26

 5 31

2  8(x 1 2) when  
x 5 6

8(6 1 2) 5 48 1 2

 5 50

3  7p 1 5 when  
p 5 12

7(12) 1 5 5 7(17)

 5 119

4  q 1 9p when  
q 5 18 and p 5 4

18 1 9(4) 5 18 1 36

 5 54

5  6w 2 19 1 k when  
w 5 8 and k 5 2

6(2) 2 19 1 8 5 12 2 19 1 8

 5 1

6  12x 1 y when  
x 5 3 and y 5 52

12(3) 1 52 5 36 1 52

 5 88

7  Check your answer to problem 2 by using a different strategy.

Possible answer: 
5(3) 1 26 5 15 1 26
 5 41

© 2020 Curriculum Associates, LLC. All rights reserved. 26

©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying permitted for classroom use. GRADE 6  LESSON 5

FLUENCY AND SKILLS PRACTICE Name:

LESSON 5

Using Order of Operations with Expressions  
with Exponents
Simplify or evaluate each exponential expression using the order of operations.  
The answers are mixed up at the bottom of the page. Cross out the answers as  
you complete the problems.

1  (6 1 3)4 2  6 1 34 3  2(43) 2 1

                       

4  2(43 2 1) 5  5 1 9(1 1 2)2 6  5 1 9(1) 1 22

                       

7  (18 2 4)2 8  18 2 42 9  9 1 2(32)

                       

10  (9 1 2)32 11  12 1 x4 2 6 when x 5 8 12   m3 1 9n when m 5 4 
and n 5 5

                        

Answers

27 196 2 18 126 99

127 86 109 4,102 87 6,561
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©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying permitted for classroom use.

FLUENCY AND SKILLS PRACTICE Name:

LESSON 19

GRADE 6  LESSON 19 Page 1 of 2

Identifying Equivalent Expressions
Determine whether each pair of expressions is equivalent. Show your work. 

1  2(x 2 y) and 2x 2 2y 2  4(x 1 y) and 4y 1 4x

3  4p 1 3c and (c 1 2p)(2) 4  21q 2 7p and (3q 2 p)(7)

5  4(2a 2 3v) and 8a 1 6v 6  8(3x 1 c) 2 1 and 8c 1 24x 2 1

© 2020 Curriculum Associates, LLC. All rights reserved. 28

©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying permitted for classroom use.

FLUENCY AND SKILLS PRACTICE Name:

LESSON 19

GRADE 6  LESSON 19 Page 2 of 2

Identifying Equivalent Expressions continued

7  3(2x 1 11) and (3x 1 15)(2) 8  2x 1 2x 1 2c 1 6 and (2x 1 c 1 3)(2)

9  3e 1 7 2 e and 2e 1 10 1 2e 2 3 10  5c 1 4c 1 2 and 5c 1 2(2c 1 1)

11  How can you check your answer to problem 8 by choosing values for the variables?
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©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying permitted for classroom use.

FLUENCY AND SKILLS PRACTICE Name:

LESSON 21

GRADE 6  LESSON 21 Page 1 of 2

Writing and Solving One-Variable Equations 
Solve each problem by writing and solving a one-variable equation.

1  In the first three innings of a baseball game, the home team scored some runs. In 
the rest of the game, they scored 5 runs more than the number of runs scored in 
the first three innings. If the home team scored 9 runs in all, how many runs did 
they score during the first three innings? How many runs did they score in the 
remainder of the game? Let x 5 the runs scored in the first three innings.

2  The punch bowl at Felicia’s party is getting low, so she adds 12 cups of punch to 
the bowl. Two guests serve themselves 1.25 cups and 2 cups of punch. The punch 
bowl now contains 11.5 cups of punch. How many cups were in the punch bowl 
before Felicia refilled it? Let n 5 number of cups in bowl before Felicia refilled it.

3  Vanessa is a caterer. She made several batches of appetizers last weekend for an 
event. This weekend, Vanessa made 4 times as many batches. She made a total of 
25 batches of appetizers for the two weekends. Determine the number of batches 
Vanessa made last weekend and the number of batches she made this weekend. 
Let b 5 the number of batches of appetizers Vanessa made last weekend.
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©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying permitted for classroom use.

FLUENCY AND SKILLS PRACTICE Name:

LESSON 15

GRADE 7  LESSON 15 Page 1 of 2

Expanding Expressions
Expand each expression and combine like terms if possible.

1  4(x 2 2) 2  23(x 1 7) 3  24(2x 2 8)

     

4    1 ·· 3  (x 2 9) 5  2  1 ·· 4  (x 1 16) 6  2  1 ·· 5  (2x 2 35)

     

7    2 ·· 3  (x 1 18 2 2x) 8    3 ·· 4  (16x 2 27 2 1) 9  212  1   5 ·· 6  x 2 5 2   1 2x

     

Determine which expressions, if any, are equivalent. Show your work.

10  4(x 2 3) 6x 2 2(x 2 3) x 1 3(x 2 2) 2 6

© 2020 Curriculum Associates, LLC. All rights reserved. 25

©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying permitted for classroom use.

FLUENCY AND SKILLS PRACTICE Name:

LESSON 15

GRADE 7  LESSON 15 Page 2 of 2

Expanding Expressions continued

11    1 ·· 3  (9x 1 16 1 2) 1 2x 7x 1 14 2 2(x 1 4) x 2 3 1 7(x 1 3) 2 3x 2 12

12  Use two different methods to expand   1 ·· 4  (x 1 2x 1 16 2 8).
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©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying permitted for classroom use.

FLUENCY AND SKILLS PRACTICE Name:

LESSON 15

GRADE 7  LESSON 15 Page 1 of 2

Factoring Expressions
Factor each expression.

1  8a 1 16 2  12x 2 20 3  26a 1 18

     

4  214w 2 21 5  8a 2 12b 1 28 6  26x 1 15y 2 24

     

7  2a 1 3 1 7a 8  22x 2 8x 1 20 9  5y 1 10 2 25y

     

10  Simplify (4x 1 7) 2 (23x 2 9) 1 9x 2 28. Then rewrite in factored form, if possible. 
Show your work.

© 2020 Curriculum Associates, LLC. All rights reserved. 27
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FLUENCY AND SKILLS PRACTICE Name:

LESSON 15

GRADE 7  LESSON 15 Page 2 of 2

Factoring Expressions continued

11  Determine which of the following expressions are equivalent. Show your work.

•    1 ·· 6   (x 2 3)

•    1 ·· 4   x 2    3 ·· 5    2    1 ·· 12   x 1    1 ·· 10   

•    1 ·· 18   x 1    1 ·· 9   x 2    1 ·· 2   

12  Explain a different method you could use to solve problem 11.
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FLUENCY AND SKILLS PRACTICE Name:

LESSON 16

Understanding Representing a Situation with 
Different Expressions
Complete the problems by rewriting algebraic expressions.

1  Goby fish and shrimp naturally live close together. A pet store is selling bags 
of goby fish and shrimp to aquarium hobbyists. Each goby fish costs $15, and 
each shrimp costs $10. Each bag has an equal number of goby fish and shrimp.

a.  The pet store models the cost per bag with the expression x(15 1 10). Explain 
what the expression represents.

b.  What other expression can you use to model the cost? Explain what the 
expression represents.

2  Ms. Ghandi runs 1 mile each morning and 1 mile each evening. She also does 
10 push-ups each morning and each evening. 

a.  Ms. Ghandi writes the two expressions 2(m 1 10p) and 2m 1 20p. Explain how 
each expression represents how much she exercises.

b.  Ms. Ghandi wants to determine how much she will exercise this week. Write 
an expression to model this situation. Explain your expression.

3  Write two expressions for the perimeter of a square. Explain what information is in 
one of your expressions that is not in the other.

© 2020 Curriculum Associates, LLC. All rights reserved. 29

©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying permitted for classroom use. GRADE 7  LESSON 18

FLUENCY AND SKILLS PRACTICE Name:

LESSON 18

Writing and Solving Equations with 
Two or More Addends
Solve each equation. The answers are mixed up at the bottom of the page.  
Cross out the answers as you complete the problems.

1  8x 1 15 5 63 2  9x 2 13 5 23 3  135 5 2x 1 25

     

4  33 5 32x 2 31 5  12x 2 16 5 68 6  7x 1 115 5 136

     

7  82 5 4x 1 14 8  2x 2 56 5 34 9  3x 2 4    1 ·· 2    5 219    1 ·· 2   

     

10  10 5 2   1 ·· 4   x 1 12  11  6x 1 4.59 5 11.19 12  25.68 5 2x 2 6.32

     

Answers

x 5 1.1 x 5 45 x 5 25 x 5 6

x 5 7 x 5 16 x 5 4 x 5 55

x 5 17 x 5 8 x 5 2 x 5 3
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©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying permitted for classroom use.

FLUENCY AND SKILLS PRACTICE Name:

LESSON 19

GRADE 7  LESSON 19 Page 1 of 2

Writing and Solving Inequalities
Write and solve an inequality to answer each question.

1  Tetsuo has 50 arcade tokens. Each 
arcade game at RetroRama costs 
4 tokens. How many games can 
Tetsuo play?

  

  

2  Kimberly has $120 to spend at the 
bookstore. Kimberly buys a hardcover 
book for $36, as well as some gift cards 
for her family and friends. Each gift card 
is $15. How many gift cards can 
Kimberly buy?

  

  

3  Kwame has a budget of $720 for his 
college class. He buys a laptop for  
$330 and wants to use the rest to buy 
computer programs. Each program  
costs $60. How many programs can 
Kwame purchase?

  

  

4  A farmer ties 4 bags on his mule. If the 
mule can carry up to 200 lb and each 
bag weighs 30 lb, how many more bags 
can the mule carry?
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©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying permitted for classroom use. GRADE 8  LESSON 13

FLUENCY AND SKILLS PRACTICE Name:

LESSON 13

Solving Systems of Linear Equations by 
Elimination
Find the solution to each system of equations.

1   4x 2 12y 5 28

23x 1 12y 5 12

  

2   6x 2 9y 5 18

26x 1 2y 5 24

  

3  6x 1 3y 5 3

 3x 2 y 5 4

  

4  23x 1 2y 5 217

26x 1 3y 5 230

  

5  7x 1 6y 5 16

4x 2 2y 5 1

  

6  16x 1 5y 5 22

 4x 2 y 5 22

  

7  When using the elimination method to solve a system of equations, how do you 
choose which variable to eliminate?

© 2020 Curriculum Associates, LLC. All rights reserved. 26
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FLUENCY AND SKILLS PRACTICE Name:

LESSON 14

GRADE 8  LESSON 14 Page 1 of 2

Solving Real-World Problems with Systems 
of Linear Equations
Solve the problems by solving a system of equations.

1  Otis paints the interior of a home for $45 
per hour plus $75 for supplies. Shireen 
paints the interior of a home for $55 per 
hour plus $30 for supplies. The equations 
give the total cost for x hours of work 
for each painter. For how many hours 
of work are Otis’s and Shireen’s costs 
equal? What is the cost for this number 
of hours?

 y 5 45x 1 75

 y 5 55x 1 30

2  Calvin has 13 coins, all of which are 
quarters or nickels. The coins are worth 
$2.45. How many of each coin does 
Calvin have?

  

3  There are 47 people attending a play  
at an outdoor theater. There are 
11 groups of people sitting in groups  
of 3 or 5. How many groups of each size 
are there?

  

  

4  Agnes has 23 collectible stones, all of 
which are labradorite crystals or galena 
crystals. Labradorite crystals are worth 
$20 each, while galena crystals are 
worth $13 each. Agnes earns $439 by 
selling her entire collection. How many 
stones of each type did she sell?
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FLUENCY AND SKILLS PRACTICE Name:

LESSON 14

GRADE 8  LESSON 14 Page 2 of 2

Solving Real-World Problems with Systems 
of Linear Equations continued

5  A dog groomer buys 7 packages of 
treats. Gourmet treats are sold in packs 
of 2. Treats that help clean a dog’s teeth 
are sold in packs of 5. The dog groomer 
buys 26 treats in all. How many 
packages of each did she buy?

  

  

6  Copland competes in 27 swimming 
events this season. He wins either first 
place or second place in each event. 
Copland has 3 more first-place wins than 
second-place wins. In how many events 
did he win first place, and in how many 
did he win second place?

  

  

7  Choose one problem from problems 1–6. Check your answer by solving the 
system of equations in a different way.
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FLUENCY AND SKILLS PRACTICE Name:

LESSON 3

GRADE 8  LESSON 3 Page 1 of 2

Performing Sequences of Rigid Transformations 
Perform the given sequence of transformations on each figure. Write the 
coordinates of the vertices of the final image. Then tell whether the final image  
is congruent to the original figure.

1  Reflect across the x-axis.  
Translate 5 units left.

x

y

O

2

4

6

26 24 22 2 4 6

22

24

26

BC

A

2  Rotate 90° clockwise around the origin. 
Reflect across the x-axis.

D E

F

G

x

y

O

2

4

6

26 24 22 2 4 6

22

24

26

3  Translate 2 units right and 4 units down. 
Rotate 180° around the origin.

O26 24 22 2 4 6

H

K

I

J

L

2

4

6

22

24

26

4  Reflect across the x-axis. Rotate 90° 
counterclockwise around the origin.

O26 24 22 2 4 6

M N

O

x

y

2

4

6

22

24

26
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FLUENCY AND SKILLS PRACTICE Name:

LESSON 3

GRADE 8  LESSON 3 Page 2 of 2

Performing Sequences of Rigid 
Transformations continued

5  Reflect across the y-axis.  
Translate 5 units up.  
Rotate 90° clockwise around the origin.

O26 24 22 2 4 6

P

R

Q

x

y

2

4

6

22

24

26

6  Translate 6 units right.  
Rotate 180° around the origin.  
Reflect across the y-axis.

O26 24 22 2 4 6

S

T

U

V

x

y

2

4

6

22

24

26

7  How did you determine the label for each vertex when you transformed the 
triangles in problem 5? 
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Athens & Rome Citizenship Mini-QBackground Essay

About 500 BCE, on the Greek and Ital-
ian peninsulas of the Mediterranean Sea, a new 
idea began to take shape. This was the notion 
that people were citizens of a state or empire, 
and that being a citizen meant not only meet-
ing certain responsibilities, but also enjoying 
certain rights. Before this time, in places like 
Egypt, Babylonia, and ancient China, individu-
als were generally regarded as subjects, not as 
citizens. Power was largely in the hands of a 
pharaoh, king, or emperor and the thousands of 
administrators who 
carried out the ruler’s 
command. But by the 
sixth century BCE, a 
new idea was emerg-
ing: that ordinary 
people should play a 
more significant role 
in the life of the state, 
or nation. 

Citizenship is a 
status, or standing, 
given by a govern-
ment to some or all of 
its people. In the modern world, citizenship of-
ten involves a balance between individual rights, 
such as the right to vote, and individual respon-
sibilities, such as the duty to serve one’s country. 
This balance has been called the social contract 
theory of citizenship. The individual does his 
or her part; the nation or state does its part. 

It is probably accurate to say that in the 
city-state of Athens, the emphasis was more on 
citizen responsibility than citizen rights. The 
great Athenian leader Pericles (495-429 BCE}
said that Athenians who did not fully participate 
in voting, political debate, and holding office 
were “useless.” The Greek philosopher Aristo-
tle did him one better by declaring such Athe-
nians to be beasts. It seems that many Athenians 
agreed. Participating in government and making 

the city-state work was simply what good citizens 
should do. Citizenship was an action verb.

In Rome, the idea of a good citizen was a 
bit different. During the years of the Roman  
Republic, from 509 BCE until roughly 27 BCE, 
Roman citizenship qualifications and rights  
fluctuated but hovered around those described in 
this Mini-Q. Unlike Athenians, a Roman citizen 
was judged more by how he behaved with his 
family, his neighbors, and his property. A Roman 
citizen who did not participate in local govern-

ment would not likely 
have been called a 
beast.

It is important to 
note that comparing 
Athens and Rome is 
in some ways like 
comparing a flea and 
an elephant. Athens 
in 400 BCE had a 
population of about 
300,000, including 
slaves. The Roman 
 Empire had an esti-

mated population in 1 CE of about 45,000,000, 
perhaps 15 percent of the world’s population. 
Athens, a land-locked city-state, was about the 
size of Rhode Island. The Roman Republic  
(see map) was huge. 

In both Athens and Rome, citizenship was 
something to be honored and protected. Not 
everyone could have it, and those who did had a 
special relationship to the state. The documents 
that follow should help deepen your understand-
ing of how Athenians and Romans viewed the 
matter. Imagine life as a citizen of Athens and 
as a citizen of Rome. Then address the question: 
Citizenship in Athens and Rome: Which was the 
better system?

Citizenship in Athens and Rome: Which Was the Better System?

Athenian city state, 430 BCE

Roman Empire, 133 BCE

Mediterranean  Sea

Athens

Rome

DBQ5 Vol1 4
Athens and Rome B_W
First Proof
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Document B

Source: From a speech titled “The Polity of Athenians” by The Old Oligarch, circa 424 BCE.

Note:  The identity of The Old Oligarch (an oligarch is a person of power) is unknown.

Document Analysis 

1.  What is The Old Oligarch’s main idea when he says it is the steersmen and the shipwrights  
(shipbuilders) who have brought the city-state power?

2.  What is the significance of the fact that Athenians allowed a poor and common man to win a  
position in the government by lot?

3. Do you think that election by lottery was a wise practice by the Athenians? Explain.

“I shall say that at Athens […] it is the poor which mans the fleet and 
has brought the state her power, and the steersmen and the boatswains 
and the shipmasters and the lookout-men and the shipwrights – these 
have brought the state her power much rather than the … best-born 
and the elite. This being so, it seems right that all should have a share 
in offices filled by lot [lottery] or by election, and that any citizen who 
wishes should be allowed to speak…. For if the poor and the common 
people and the worse elements are treated well, the growth of these 
classes will exalt [glorify] the democracy….”
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Document C

Source:  From a speech by Claudius, emperor of Rome, 48 CE, and other varied sources.

Document Analysis

1. According to Claudius, what was the ruin of Athens?

2.  How might Claudius argue that giving citizenship and high office to conquered Gauls would be 
good for Rome?

3.  The document says that the Romans sometimes gave away citizenship rights in measured amounts. 
Use an example to explain what this means.

4.  How could you use this document to argue that Rome had a better system of citizenship  
than Athens?

5.  How could you use this document to argue that Athens had a better system of citizenship  
than Rome?

 In Athens, once citizenship was granted, citizens enjoyed equal rights and full politi-
cal participation. In the Roman Republic, not all citizens received the same rights or the 
same political participation. But there is a reason for this. Hear first the words of Emperor 
Claudius responding to criticism for giving citizenship to the people of Gaul (modern-day 
France) soon after conquering them: 

“What was the ruin of Sparta and Athens, but this, that mighty as they were in war, they 
spurned from them as aliens [foreigners] those whom they had conquered? Our founder Ro-
mulus, on the other hand, was so wise that he fought as enemies and then hailed as fellow-
citizens several nations on the very same day.”

In other words, the Athenians were more stingy with their citizenship. The Romans more 
freely gave it away. But they gave it away in measured amounts. 

For example: 

1.  Latini – people from regions outside Rome but on the Italian peninsula – were granted a 
class of citizenship with the right to do business and to travel and live within the Empire 
but not to an official Roman marriage.

2.  Foederati – citizens of states with treaty obligations with Rome – were given limited 
rights in return for performing military service.

3.  Peregrini – foreigners in conquered lands – could be given full or partial citizenship. 
Claudius did give citizenship to the people of Gaul after he conquered them.
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In conducting the census of the Roman population, the censors (they were elected 
in pairs) not only counted Rome’s citizens but … ranked them into distinct classes…. 
The censors’ ranking, based on wealth, heritage [family standing], administrative 
competence, marital status, and physical and moral fitness, determined the citizen’s 
political privileges, his level of taxation, and his military service. Anyone who didn’t 
meet the standards of the censors could be demoted in rank. If the offender was a 
senator, this meant expulsion from the Senate. 

Document D

Source: Diodorus Siculus, History, Book XI, written between 60 and 30 BCE.

Source:  Peter Walsh, “In the Realm of the Censors: From the Coliseum to Capitol Hill,” Boston Review,  
February 1991.

Note: Only one ostraka, or ostracism, was permitted in Athens per year.

Note: The Roman census was conducted every five years.

Document Analysis

1. What did it mean when Athenians ostracized a fellow citizen? What was the purpose?

2. Do you think ostracism was a good idea? Explain.

3. How did Rome control the privileges and benefits of citizenship? 

4.  Do you think giving the censors the power to rank and re-rank citizens into different classes was a 
good idea? Explain. 

5.  Judging from the two passages in this document, who had the better system of citizenship, the 
Athenians or the Romans? Explain.

 And the law is as follows: Each citizen wrote the name of the man who in his  
opinion had the greatest power to destroy the democracy; and the man who got the  
largest number of ostraka was obliged to go into exile from his native land for a  
period of ten years.
 The Athenians, it appears, passed such a law, not for the purpose of punishing 
wrongdoing, but in order to lower through exile the [position] of men who had  
risen too high. Now Themiostocles, having been ostracized in the manner we have  
described, fled as an exile from his native city to Argos....
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Bucketing – Getting Ready to Write

Bucketing

Look over all the documents and organize them into your final buckets. Write labels under each 
bucket and place the letters of the documents in the buckets where they belong. It is OK to put a 
document in more than one bucket. That is called multi-bucketing, but you need a good reason for 
doing so. Remember, your buckets are going to become your body paragraphs.

Thesis Development and Road Map

On the chickenfoot below, write your thesis and your road map. Your thesis is always an opinion and 
answers the Mini-Q question. The road map is created from your bucket labels and lists the topic 
areas you will examine in order to prove your thesis. 
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From Thesis to Essay Writing
Mini-Q Essay Outline Guide

Working Title 

Paragraph #1
Grabber 

Background 

Stating the question with key terms defined 

Thesis and road map 

Paragraph #2
Baby Thesis for bucket one 

Evidence: supporting detail from documents with document citation
 

Argument: connecting evidence to the thesis
 

Paragraph #3
Baby Thesis for bucket two 

Evidence 
  

Argument

Paragraph #4
Baby Thesis for bucket three 

Evidence
 
Argument
 

Paragraph #5
Conclusion: “Although” statement and restatement of main idea 
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Student Mini-Q Lined Paper
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Student Mini-Q Lined Paper
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The Mystery of the Whistling Building

The Mystery of the Whistling Building
by ReadWorks

In the fall of 2012, the government of New York City began receiving unusual complaints from the 
residents of a small strip of land in the borough of Staten Island. People who lived around a section of 
Father Capodanno Boulevard, in the South Beach neighborhood, claimed that, when the wind was 
up, they could hear a noise that sounded something like whistling. Where the sound came from was a 
big mystery. The noise had never been around before, but it had suddenly appeared and was often 
very loud. When the wind was blowing especially hard at night, some residents even had difficulty 
sleeping.

Residents had many descriptions for the noise, which was decidedly eerie. One resident told a local 
paper, The Staten Island Advance, that it sounded like "100,000 people with unlimited air in their 
lungs blowing through Coke bottles." Others said it was more like the sound a UFO makes in a movie 
when it lands. The noise was not consistent. It would get louder and softer depending on the wind. 
Sometimes, it would change pitch. Every so often, more than one note would play at the same time. 
To many residents, it sounded like a giant musical instrument. The sound could be heard more than a 
mile away.

The whistling, it turns out, was caused by a building. The Ocean Breeze Athletic Center, an indoor 
running track, was in the middle of construction when the noise first started. The construction crew 
had just finished assembling the giant metal skeleton that would form the building's frame. Because 
the building was next to the water, it got a lot of wind that blew off of the Atlantic Ocean. Some of this 
wind blew through parts of the building called "acoustic baffles"-devices designed, ironically, to 
reduce sound produced inside the center. However, when the baffles were exposed to wind, they 
made a whistling sound. This was the noise the locals were hearing.

The athletic center was not the first building in New York to make a whistling noise. In the late 1980s, 
ReadWorks.org · © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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another building in the Midtown neighborhood of Manhattan also produced whistling noises. Whistling 
happens when a stream of air moves through a small hole. The kind of whistling sound produced 
depends on the size and shape of the hole. The skyscrapers in Midtown had architectural features on 
their exteriors which contained small holes that wind could pass through. This was how the noise was 
produced.

When they figured out what was wrong, the New York City government, which was responsible for 
building the athletic center, quickly apologized to the residents of South Beach, Staten Island, for the 
annoying noise. They had not expected that the building would produce a whistling sound, and 
promised the problem would be quickly fixed when the building was completed and the acoustic 
baffles were protected from the wind.

"We sincerely regret any annoyance the wind noise may be causing for residents of the area," the city 
told residents in a written statement. "We expect to complete the roof by mid-November and the 
exterior shell by early December."

However, this estimate was, unfortunately for the people who had heard the noise, not correct. A few 
weeks later, Hurricane Sandy hit New York City. Much of Staten Island was flooded. Construction 
crews that had been building other buildings before the storm were dispatched to help with the 
cleanup. The site of the arena was also briefly flooded during the storm. Both of these factors delayed 
construction of the arena by several months, leaving the poor residents of South Beach to put up with 
the noise for all that time.

One afternoon in December of 2012, a reporter went out to see the arena and listen to the noise. He 
brought with him a musical composer. The composer made modern music-music that often uses 
many different types of sounds, not just the instruments of a traditional orchestra. He brought a large 
recording device with him, which he set up 100 yards from the building. The wind was blowing, and 
the building was whistling loudly. For a long time, the reporter and the musical composer listened to 
the building. Finally, the composer reached over and turned off the recording device.

"That was beautiful," he said. "The building was like a giant organ."

As the reporter and the composer were walking back to their car, they noticed that a psychiatric 
hospital-a place where people with mental disorders can get treatment-was located just a few 
blocks from the building. The two of them got curious and walked over to the hospital. What would the 
people with mental disorders think of the noise? They walked into the building and asked the 
receptionist what the patients thought of the whistling.

"Some of them hate it, but some of them love it," she said. "There's one man who's been here six 
months. He was ill-tempered, angry at everyone, until that whistling started. Now he's pleasant as can 
be. I don't know what that is. It soothes him, I suppose."

As of August 2014, construction of the athletic center was nearing completion. The building stopped 
whistling. However, the sound it made had been preserved on several recordings. The musical 
composer was thinking of turning the whistling into a new song.

ReadWorks.org · © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Advanced Definition
adjective

1. having to do with sound or the science of sound, or with the sensation and organs of hearing.

They are studying the acoustic properties of speech.

These whales have extraordinary acoustic sensitivity.

2. intended to modify or improve sound quality, as a building material.

This room is equipped with acoustic paneling.

3. producing sound without electronic or electric means, as a musical instrument.

He plays an acoustic guitar in this recording.

Spanish cognate

acústico: The Spanish word acústico means acoustic.
				

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:

1. Some of this wind blew through parts of the building called "acoustic baffles"-devices 
designed, ironically, to reduce sound produced inside the center. However, when the baffles 
were exposed to wind, they made a whistling sound.

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
Definitions and sample sentences within definitions are provided by Wordsmyth. © 2015 Wordsmyth. All rights reserved.
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Definition

adjective

1. on the outside of something.

The exterior walls of our house are green.

noun

1. the outside or outer part.

The exterior of the car has a lot of rust.

Advanced Definition

adjective

1. on or related to the outside or outer side.

2. used or suitable for use outdoors.

3. coming from an outward source.

noun

1. the outside or outer side or part.

2. external form or appearance.

the handsome exterior of a house

Spanish cognate

exterior: The Spanish word exterior means exterior.
				

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:

1. However, eating cicadas can be dangerous to pets like dogs and cats. Although household pets may find them 
tasty, their hard exterior can cause choking.

2. Symbolism abounds in the five-story building, which is made of limestone from Minnesota. The building's 
curved exterior resembles rocks shaped by wind and water over thousands of years.

3. Coral reefs are underwater structures that are made by corals-tiny animals that are related to jellyfish. The 
coral have tender bodies that are vulnerable to attack, so they secrete a hard substance called calcium 
carbonate to protect their exteriors.

4. The Montreal bagel is chewier, smaller and less dense, but with a much bigger hole, than its American cousin. 
Boiled in honey water and then baked in a woodburning oven, it's a little sweet and has a harder exterior.

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
Definitions and sample sentences within definitions are provided by Wordsmyth. © 2015 Wordsmyth. All rights reserved.



The Mystery of the Whistling Building - Comprehension Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. Residents of South Beach, Staten Island were complaining about what?

A. the lack of nearby athletic centers

B. Hurricane Sandy

C. the long commute to Manhattan

D. a loud whistling noise

2. One effect of the loud whistling noise was that South Beach residents could not sleep. 

What was the cause of the loud whistling noise?

A. athletes running on an indoor running track

B. wind blowing through parts of a building called "acoustic baffles"

C. a UFO landing nearby

D. wind blowing between skyscrapers in Manhattan

3. The whistling noise was disruptive to the people in South Beach, Staten Island. What 

evidence from the text supports this statement?

A. People had difficulty sleeping, and the noise could be heard more than a mile away.

B. At first no one knew where the whistling sound was coming from, and people were 
annoyed that they didn't have an answer.

C. The noise was not consistent and would sometimes change pitch.

D. Residents had many different descriptions for what the noise sounded like.

4. Read the following sentences: "When they figured out what was wrong, the New York 

City government, which was responsible for building the athletic center, quickly apologized 

to the residents of South Beach, Staten Island, for the annoying noise. They had not 

expected that the building would produce a whistling sound, and promised the problem 

would be quickly fixed when the building was completed and the acoustic baffles were 

protected from the wind."

How did the residents of South Beach likely feel about this "solution"?

A. satisfied with the apology

B. reassured that the government was doing all they could

C. annoyed that nothing could be done sooner

D. embarrassed that they had complained so much

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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5. What is this passage mostly about?

A. the effect of Hurricane Sandy on New York

B. the cause and effects of a whistling noise

C. construction methods used to build skyscrapers

D. problems faced by the Ocean Breeze Athletic Center

6. Read the following sentences: "Some of this wind blew through parts of the building 

called 'acoustic baffles'-devices designed, ironically, to reduce sound produced inside the 

center. However, when the baffles were exposed to wind, they made a whistling sound."

The author uses the word "ironically" to refer to the baffles. Why is it ironic that the 

acoustic baffles were causing the whistling sound?

A. because the residents found the noise created by the baffles humorous

B. because the baffles were made of iron and other metals

C. because the baffles were fulfilling the purpose they were created for

D. because the baffles were designed to reduce noise but were creating noise instead

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

The New York City government expected that construction would be finished by early 

December, _________their estimate proved incorrect after the city was hit by Hurricane 

Sandy.

A. but

B. so

C. soon

D. like

8. How did the musical composer respond to the whistling noise?

9. Many of the residents in South Beach complained about the whistling noise and had 

trouble sleeping. How did the whistling affect the man at the psychiatric hospital?

10. The composer who makes modern music that uses different types of sounds might turn 

the whistling into a new song. How might different people from the passage react to this 

song? Support your answer with details from the text.

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Safe at Any Speed
by Pearl Tesler

This is not your high school driver's ed class.
Screeeeeeech! Flying down the pavement in a red sports car, Courtney Springfield, 17, slams on the 
brakes and swerves- hard. The tires squeal and the car lurches, flinging the passengers around like 
rag dolls until the car skids to a halt. The acrid smell of burning rubber fills the car.

Guess what? Courtney pulled that stunt right in the middle of her driver's ed class. Uh-oh!

Not to worry. In any normal driving school, a wild maneuver such as that might get Courtney kicked 
out of class. But here at the Bob Bondurant School of High Performance Driving in Phoenix, it earns 
her kudos from her teacher. "Looks great! Try turning a little more aggressively next time," the teacher 
says, smiling.

Courtney is smiling too. "I was so nervous about coming here; I almost puked," she admits. "But this 
is really fun." Courtney is one in a class of eight students in today's Teen Driving Program, an 
advanced class for drivers who have either a learner's permit or a freshly minted driver's license.

"We don't teach the turn-signal, check-your-mirror kind of thing," explains instructor Danny Bullock. 
"We don't teach people to drive. We teach them to drive better."

Ground School
The day begins with a 30-minute "ground school" to prepare the students for the exercises ahead. 
Bullock informs the students that some of the lessons they might have learned in other driver's ed 
classes are either impractical or wrong.

Take hand position. Some people are taught to put their hands on the steering wheel at 2 o'clock and 
10 o'clock. But as Bullock demonstrates, putting the hands at 3 o'clock and 9 o'clock gives the arms 
and shoulders more range of motion, allowing the driver to turn the wheel a full 180 degrees instead 
of just 90 degrees.

Some people are also taught to brake before making a turn and to accelerate during the turn. But 
Bullock tells the group that they should brake while making turns. Controlled braking during a critical 
turn can actually help a car turn, by increasing the friction between the car's front tires and the road. 
Friction is a force that resists the sliding of one object relative to another. The friction between a tire 
and the road depends partly on the weight pressing down on the tire. Due to a phenomenon called 
weight transfer, braking shifts some of a car's weight forward, from the back tires to the front tires. 
That extra weight increases the force of friction between the front tires and the road, helping the car 
turn.

ReadWorks.org
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Behind the Wheel
Ground school's over. It's time to get behind the wheel, starting with an exercise in extreme braking. 
Driving at 64 kilometers (40 miles) per hour and then 105 kpm (65 mph), students practice slamming 
on the brakes. That gets them used to the strange pulsing sensation- thump! thump! thump!-in the 
brake pedal that's caused by the antilock brake system (ABS). An ABS senses when the tires are 
beginning to skid and automatically reduces the braking force just enough so that the wheels start to 
spin again. It's important to keep the wheels spinning because that allows the driver to keep steering. 
Otherwise, the skidding car is guided only by its own inertia, the tendency to keep moving in the same 
direction-whether the driver likes it or not.

Bob Bondurant School of High Performance Driving

Student driver Shelby Brown knocks over a cone on the precision maneuver course.

"People tend to panic when they feel the ABS. They take their foot off the brake pedal. They think 
they won't be able to steer," says Bullock. "But we like to say that ABS stands for 'absolute braking 
and steering.'"

Accident Avoidance
Next up at the driving school is the accident avoidance exercise. Students drive at highway speeds 
down a lane that splits into three lanes. Each lane has a signal light over it. At first, all three lights are 
green. Then, suddenly, one or more of the lights turns red, and students must immediately switch 
lanes to avoid an "accident" ahead. Cones between the lanes serve as telltale markers of each 
student's success at avoiding the collision.

"The natural reaction is to slam on the brakes, but you don't always have time," says Bullock. "Cars 
are much better at turning than they are at stopping."

Courtney's turns are quick, though not quick enough. She topples two cones. "And that's when you 
knew something was going to happen," points out Bullock. "Will you be able to get around that 
situation when you aren't expecting it?"

Hitting the Skids
The unique and very hands-on approach at the Bondurant School draws students from all over the 
country, including 15-year-old Shelby Brown from Indianapolis. Her dad wants her to learn to handle 
driving in winter weather, when ice and snow reduce friction drastically. "He's had me practicing on 
snow in parking lots," she says, "but there's only so much of that you can do."

ReadWorks.org
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Bob Bondurant School of High Performance Driving

Clockwise from top left: prepping students for the day's lessons at the driving school; a car negotiating the cone-lined lanes for the 
accident avoidance exercise; a car outfitted with outrigger wheels for the skid lesson; hands held in the correct (3 o'clock-9 o'clock) 

position

Shelby is about to get what she came for. It's time to drive the skid car, an unusual vehicle built to 
skid on purpose. Four outrigger wheels, which look something like training wheels, are mounted at 
the four corners of the car. With the press of a button, the instructor can use the outrigger wheels to 
lift up the front or back end of the car, reducing friction at the front or rear tires, causing either an 
understeer or an oversteer skid. The student's job is to correct the skid and regain control of the car.

Shelby enters a left turn going about 55 kph (35 mph). Bullock presses the button, and suddenly the 
car's tail end swings to the right-an oversteer skid. Shelby does what she was taught in her first 
driver's ed class: She turns the steering wheel to the right, in the direction of the skid. But the skid 
continues, blossoming into a full, nauseating 360-degree spin.

What went wrong? "Two things," instructs Bullock. "First, you were looking where the car was going. 
Keep your eyes focused on where you want the car to go. That'll help you do the right amount of 
turning. Also, try giving it a little gas."

Give it gas? Really? Although everyone's first impulse in a skid is to slam on the brakes, a little gas 
actually helps correct an oversteer skid, says Bullock. It shifts weight to the skidding rear wheels, 
adding friction where it's needed.

Shelby tries again, keeping her eyes focused on where she wants to go and remembering to use the 
gas, not the brake. This time, she straightens out the fishtailing car like a pro.

Cone Killer
"Stop! You're hitting another one!" cries Shelby. Shelby is Courtney's driving partner for the precision 
maneuvers exercise, an obstacle course of orange traffic cones that simulates an exceptionally 
challenging parallel parking situation. There's a thump, followed by the lumpy feeling of a cone going 
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under the wheel.

"I'm definitely going to win the Cone Killer Award," rues Courtney, referring to an actual prize handed 
out at the end of class to the student who hits the most traffic cones. "Parking's not my thing."

Most teen drivers live in fear of putting a dent in the family car. That fear is justified. One in five 16-
year-olds will get into a car accident in the first year of driving. However, fender benders should be 
the least of their worries. A 16-year-old is 20 times more likely to be killed in a car crash than is an 
adult, according to the California Office of Traffic Safety. In fact, teenagers are more likely to die in 
their first year of driving than any other year of their lives. It's statistics such as those that inspire 
parents to send their kids to the Bondurant School.

Class is over, but no one is eager to leave. Instead, students share stories of close calls on the road. 
One boy admits that he lost control of his car on a highway when he hit a "road gator" (a truck tire 
tread). He overcorrected and went into a skid that took him across two oncoming lanes of traffic.

Would the lessons he learned today have made a difference? "Definitely," he says. "I wouldn't have 
freaked out so much. And I could have fixed that skid."

Where the Rubber Meets the Road
As you drive, the weight of your car isn't always spread equally among four wheels. It shifts from front 
to back and from side to side. That phenomenon, called weight transfer, is as important for ordinary 
drivers as it is for race car drivers, because it changes the friction between the tires and the road-
that is, the tires' resistance to sliding.

When a car is parked or traveling straight ahead at a steady speed, its weight is distributed evenly 
among the four tires. The contact patch-the area of the tires where they meet the road-is the same 
for all four tires.

Bob Bondurant School of High Performance Driving

When you accelerate, weight transfers to the rear wheels from the front wheels. The car squats: The 
front of the car lifts, and the rear drops. Weight and friction increase for the rear wheels and decrease 
for the front wheels.
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Bob Bondurant School of High Performance Driving

When you brake, weight transfers to the front wheels from the rear wheels. The car nosedives: The 
front drops, and the rear lifts. Weight and friction decrease for the rear wheels and increase for the 
front wheels.

Bob Bondurant School of High Performance Driving

Reduced friction at the front of the car can lead to understeering-you turn the steering wheel, but the 
car doesn't turn or doesn't turn as much as you want it to. To correct understeering, reduce speed to 
shift more weight to the front wheels.

Goodyear/Bob Bondurant School of High Performance Driving

Reduced friction at the rear of the car can lead to oversteering-a skid where the rear of the car 
fishtails or swings around to the front. To correct oversteering, turn in the direction of the skid and 
accelerate to shift weight to the back wheels.
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Goodyear/Bob Bondurant School of High Performance Driving

Road Rules
Driving instructor Danny Bullock shares these safe-driving tips:

Stay focused. If you're driving while texting, daydreaming, tuning the car stereo, or holding a burger 
in one hand and a drink in the other, then you aren't driving. You're an accident waiting to happen.

Elevate your vision. Don't fixate on the taillights in front of you. Instead, look up and ahead-at least 
10 car lengths-to anticipate situations before they develop.

Steer with your eyes. Look where you're going, right? Wrong. That can lead to target fixation, the 
situation in which drivers focus on the one thing they don't want to hit-and then hit it. Instead, look 
where you want the car to go.
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Definition
verb

1. to become less or smaller.

Her interest in television has decreased since she started reading.

The price of gas has decreased.

noun

1. the act of becoming less or smaller.

We are hoping for a decrease in gas prices.

Advanced Definition
intransitive verb

1. to become less in number, amount, size, strength, or the like; diminish.

Demand for these products seems to have decreased.

Student enrollment in science classes decreased last year.

The price of gas temporarily decreased in January.

transitive verb

1. to cause to become less; cause to diminish.

Taking this medication along with food decreases its effect.

We've been forced to decrease our spending this year.

noun

1. the act of making (something) less, or the condition of being less than before; diminishment; 
reduction.

The doctor is worried about the decrease in my appetite.

2. the amount or extent by which something decreases.

Last year saw a ten percent decrease in property values.
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These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:

1. Properly exercising your muscles and bones can decrease your risk of injury during sports.

2. Finally, the waves began to decrease in size.

3. Some say that the decrease in sunlight can make us feel sad.

4. Scientists are concerned about the decrease in the number of frogs.

5. People also help decrease their solid wastes when they recycle.

6. By the end of the year, crowds began to dwindle, or decrease.
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Safe at Any Speed - Comprehension Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. According to Danny Bullock, what does the Bob Bondurant School of High Performance 

Driving teach people? 

A. how to check the rearview mirror when driving

B. how to compete in an auto race

C. how to drive trucks

D. how to drive better

2. To organize this text, the author splits it into sections with subheadings. What is 

described in the section with the subheading "Behind the Wheel"? 

A. braking

B. a traffic cone

C. friction

D. oversteering

3. Read these sentences from the text.

"Some people are also taught to brake before making a turn and to accelerate during the 

turn. But Bullock tells the group that they should brake while making turns. Controlled 

braking during a critical turn can actually help a car turn, by increasing the friction between 

the car's front tires and the road. Friction is a force that resists the sliding of one object 

relative to another. The friction between a tire and the road depends partly on the weight 

pressing down on the tire. Due to a phenomenon called weight transfer, braking shifts some 

of a car's weight forward, from the back tires to the front tires. That extra weight increases 

the force of friction between the front tires and the road, helping the car turn."

Based on this evidence, what can you infer about the effect of accelerating during a turn? 

A. Accelerating during a turn may cause a car's weight to shift forward, from the back tires to 
the front tires.

B. Accelerating during a turn is unlikely to have any effect on the difficulty of making the turn. 

C. Accelerating during a turn may make turning more difficult by decreasing the friction 
between a car's front tires and the road. 

D. Accelerating during a turn may make turning less difficult by increasing the friction 
between a car's front tires and the road. 
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4. Read these sentences from the text.

"Next up at the driving school is the accident avoidance exercise. Students drive at highway 

speeds down a lane that splits into three lanes. Each lane has a signal light over it. At first, 

all three lights are green. Then, suddenly, one or more of the lights turns red, and students 

must immediately switch lanes to avoid an 'accident' ahead. Cones between the lanes serve 

as telltale markers of each student's success at avoiding the collision.


'The natural reaction is to slam on the brakes, but you don't always have time,' says 

Bullock. 'Cars are much better at turning than they are at stopping.'


Courtney's turns are quick, though not quick enough. She topples two cones. 'And that's 

when you knew something was going to happen,' points out Bullock. 'Will you be able to get 

around that situation when you aren't expecting it?'"

What did Bullock mean when he said, "And that's when you knew something was going to 

happen"?

A. Bullock meant that Courtney knew she was going to knock over two cones. 

B. Bullock meant that Courtney knew the light signals were going to change. 

C. Bullock meant that Courtney knew she was going to get into a car accident.

D. Bullock meant that Courtney was driving differently because she knew he was watching 
her.

5. What is the main idea of this text? 

A. When a car is parked or traveling straight ahead at a steady speed, its weight is 
distributed evenly among its four tires. 

B. Students at the Bob Bondurant School of High Performance Driving receive hands-on 
lessons that make them better drivers.

C. Courtney Springfield expects to win the Cone Killer Award at the end of her class at the 
Bob Bondurant School of High Performance Driving.

D. According to the California Office of Traffic Safety, a 16-year-old is 20 times more likely to 
be killed in a car crash than an adult is. 
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6. Read these sentences from the text.

"Driving at 64 kilometers (40 miles) per hour and then 105 kph (65 mph), students practice 

slamming on the brakes. That gets them used to the strange pulsing sensation- thump! 

thump! thump!-in the brake pedal that's caused by the antilock brake system (ABS)."

Why might the author have included the words "thump! thump! thump!" here?

A. to suggest that slamming on the brakes is unsafe and likely to cause an accident

B. to prove that student drivers do not get enough practice at braking in most driving schools

C. to help readers imagine what the students are thinking when they slam on the brakes

D. to help readers imagine what it sounds and feels like when the students slam on the 
brakes

7. Read these sentences from the text.

"Next up at the driving school is the accident avoidance exercise. Students drive at highway 

speeds down a lane that splits into three lanes. Each lane has a signal light over it. At first, 

all three lights are green. Then, suddenly, one or more of the lights turns red, and students 

must immediately switch lanes to avoid an 'accident' ahead."

What word or phrase could replace "At first" in the fourth sentence without changing the 

sentence's meaning?

A. Instead

B. In particular

C. Initially

D. Later on

8. What went wrong the first time Shelby drove the skid car?

Include two pieces of information from the text in your answer.

9. Describe what happened after Bullock told Shelby what to do differently. Be sure to 

mention whether or not she was able to straighten out the car.

10. Bullock claims that students at the Bob Bondurant School of High Performance Driving 

are taught to drive better. What evidence in the text supports his claim? 
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